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To: Ihra Lill Scharning 
1. Plater Of innocence

Pleasure of Incense 
Pleasure of innocence

Two Go-Go dancers from Iowa go to New York City to attend a famous strippers school so they can become feature dancers. 





I WOKE UP LIKE THIS 







3. Sorting through the library of unlucky blood

One body boiling with sweat in her apartment while looking through 
her video collection. Boiling with sweat rather than keeping the door 
open because then the neighbours will know she is at home. 
With sweat that to her surprise is cooling her down but after being 
happy about that for more than two moments she remembers that 
that is the purpose of sweat in the first place. 
In her apartment that she will soon abandon for dreams elsewhere 
in a noisier more expensive box with piles of reasons to get up in the 
mornings. While looking  through her video collection she again 
finds only photographs and again those poorly taken, showing a 
scenario that could look funny but is mostly a police matter.





3. Sorting through the library of unlucky blood

It was taken. most likely, by her mother, judging by its poor 
composition. Taken an hour our two before her father would rob 
everything inside the square, not forgetting the vacuum cleaner, 
her friend`s new shoes, jacket and army bag that resided outside 
the frame. Her mother still wonders how the same taxi driver that  
would drive her daughter to school every morning, found it okay to 
drive a man carrying a guitar, a clothes rack and a bag with a vacuum 
cleaner hanging out of it straight to the train station, no question asked. 

The photo was not taken to tell of a not so funny evening, but was most 
likely a snap taken in case they needed evidence for the authorities to 
try to reclaim their stuff. They found him an hour later because of the 
new shoes and the army bag. Everyone could tell that her father never 
had been suited for military service.



3. Sorting through the library of unlucky blood

As the sweat is reheating she remembers that family 
stories never gets you laid these days, everyone had a 
relative that  took drugs and played the guitar.  

So she decides to start over.



4. Barateau   
My granddad use to say it’s just to...
With everything 
Like don’t buy that stupid bleach in the stores to get 
that nice scandi blond look 
Just use chlorine. 
He half translated the words from swedish in a French 
style and used it as his email and ordered some 
branding stuff with the Barateau logo 
Never made much off it  
maybe that’s the thing 
Just don’t do it or it’s just enough 
to think that you can do it 



5. Nemesis

I thinking of different ways to kill my mother in the new film we scripting. 
Hanging out here in the forest together is like something between a SPA and 
a mental institution. The light is cool but also my brain melts and it’s hard to fight 
something else than your self when you are in the woods and you just have 20GB to 
last this month out. 

It has been 73 years since Alex failed and the Humans lost the Cyborg Wars. 
Since then, the Humans have been enslaved. Scientists have developed a new DNA 
strain, which could signal the end of the Cyborgs, and they inject it into a volunteer. 
When the Cyborgs learn of the woman and the baby they list both for termination. 
To escape, she takes a stolen Cyborg ship and transports back in time to East Africa 
in 1980, where the mother is killed, but the baby is saved. 
It takes 20 years, but the Cyborg bounty hunter Nebula finally locates the girl, 
named Alex, and travels back in time to terminate her.

Nemesis 2 Using footage left over from Nemesis 2 and a very thin story line sees Alex 
again fighting the cyborg mercenaries in 1998 East Africa. This time, Alex finds that she 
has 20 half sisters who are waiting for her to return to 2077











6. Movie 2999 and a working title

The rush of ticking summer gigabits hits with a 
seriousness of a new summer.
How fast does 20 gb run out, and how much time is 
needed to kill our mothers in epic ways, 
in scripts, sure, the idea sticks and is stuck 
and here we go.

But first a behind the scenes back track

THURSDAY
As I remember it now it was Harry Dean Stanton the actors 90th 
birthday and I had taken a shower like if I was going to get laid, 
but as soon as the person I arrived I noticed that they were 
visibly scruffy and not here to impress or caress





6. Movie 2999 and a working title

But also false bravery as I remember pulling on Scruffy`s 
sleeve then front of the shirt and then pant leg to try to 
force an engagement of interest but with no luck only an 
awkward talk about the choice not to.



Friday
David and Goliath (2015)
The rules

Drink every time
1. Goliath is shouting
2. There is a pep talk
3. Horses are crossing, covering the entire frame
4. there is a shot of a dramatic sky.



Saturday
Southern Comfort (the drink, not the attitude)
Sleep
Chana Masala
Bun
Stairs
Metro
Raisin Bun
Chockolate Bun
Wind
Akershus Fortress
Dungeon
Skinny Bitch (the drink, not the attitude)
Disco Dancing (the movie)
Tango (The attitude)
Jæger (the place)
Safira (the dj)
House (the genre) 
Dancing (wanted)
Touching (unwanted)
Crispy Mexican (the burger)
Seaguls
Stairs
Sleep



Sunday
Samosa
Pepto Bismol 
Stairs 
Metro
Slut shaming (what an asshole)
Train
Tønsberg
Inbox
Natasja
Movie script (here we go)

Title suggestions
Blood summer
Sudden Relative
Mother on Vacation



8 or something like that

New Horizons 
Mom kills her self driving of a road in the dawn after a night on the road, 
she suddenly turns the car crossing over in to the other lane and in fast speed 
the car goes in to the ocean. 
She is listening to a Candi Stanton song - Young hearts run free. 
As the car goes trough the rail. 
She takes up her hands and the image freezes 



9.5 Just one more time

A full confession will follow tomorrow
Sleep demands me, I`ll give him just one more go, just one more night, 
just one last time
Hint: 

 
A full confession will follow tomorrow



10. No more time Gin Tonic  
After getting Gin tonic spitted in my face 
I spitted it back in his face
after maybe a half drunk face touching I picked up my phone.
answering with a intoxicated voice.
I was afraid in to my bones that she would break my heart.
So I just broke it to her
-Like you wanna leave me now,I have your water pistol still 
if you want it I can drop it at yours . 
She said fuck off 
11. You are Fucked UP
Listening to Break up Pop drinking to many drinks rolling 
around on my floor after writing 5 email of hey Im so SORRY
no answer Picking up the phone Just wanted to say I’m back in 
town you want to meet up??
NO accept the only answer You are fucked up :)
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12. The Fourth Time was the Deepest

12. The Fourth Time was the Deepest



12. The Fourth Time was the Deepest

I Did it Again. He is not even my type, I Swear to YOU

He just came back from another run. Or actually, it’s the same run, the same day, 
the same apartment, but we both remembered very well that we had done this 
three times before.

He knocked on the door before entering, like he was half hoping for no one to 
be home. He was wearing a grey t-shirt, who runs in gray anyways? 
Sweating through, making dark pools around his bumpy torso, although, he 
does sweat way less than your average hero. He was carrying his light blue 
training bag with bright purple and pink stripes on it, he was still 
learning all the rules, no one told him the gender divide largely is hanging on 
color and less on politeness these days, but I of course would never tell him, 
there was no time for it, I usually woke up about 13 minutes after he entered the 
door, except the first time, when he wanted to take a shower first, but went into 
the  bathroom and disappeared. 

12. The Fourth Time was the Deepest



12. The Fourth Time was the Deepest 12. The Fourth Time was the Deepest

He was still catching his breath (I couldn’t remember him being short of 
breath the other times, or even in the movies) while nervously starting to tell 
me about a new friend he met on his run, but I lost focus on his words 
immediately, having heard three equally awkward versions of the story 
before. All I could focus on was that his voice was indeed shaking even more 
this time. He sat down on a chair by my table, trying to stare at my computer 
screen instead of my face, but his eyes flickers from the glowing 
unrelatable information on it, so he was forced to look straight at me. 
I giggled and instantly regretted it as his face made a grimace of distrust 
and offence, he thought I was mocking him, he was right. 
After three rounds of trying to succeed in this routine and always taking 
missteps, I had now learned some fast tricks to turn his focus back on the 
task at hand. I looked down, waiting for a long time, maybe 15 seconds, 
until I could feel his eyes on my head, I looked back up again and said in my 
softest Norwegian voice

Skal jeg spille en sang for deg?



12. The Fourth Time was the Deepest

I quickly found the file ready on my desktop, right click, open with ---> vlc. 
The soft intro  of “Forever Young” filled the room. Its effect was instant, the 
man`s eyes tear up with confusion and excitement, still not being used to that 
music can come from anywhere in an instance. He put his right hand on my 
left one that had been resting ready and staged for this predictable action. 
I read this as a green signal for go and slid my chair in between his knees to 
get as close as possible. I knew I had to work fast, i proceeded to move my 
right hand along his side, starting from his left hip, rushing it up to get a solid 
grab right under his soaked armpit, he gave out a very convincing gasp, 
I held my breath, my nose barely reaching the starting grope of his neck, 
waiting for his move as he in half of a beat put his arm around my back, 
pushing himself forward, lifting me half out of the chair while deliberately 
forcing my arm away from his pit. I wondered if my hand would have broken 
or at least sprained if it hadnt been for his strange sense of force control or 
whatever that was that made it feel like every movement he did could kill me 
but didn’t. t



“ How old is this song again?”, he asked, for the first time  this time around 
admitting that we had been in exactly this situation before. “1984” I answered 
while pressing my face up against his to try get a lick on that white block of 
tooth, that when examined up close actually had individual separations in it. 
He pulled back, dodging my eager tongue “30 years” he continued, now 
smiling and breathing out a mixed breath of fish cakes, mustard and mint, 
I wondered where he brushed his teeth on his way home? I stretched for his 
hair, hoping for it to be either soft or a wig, but finding it also being soaked in 
sweat and stiff from hairspray. I resisted the urge to pull my hand back, 
I put my other hand on the side of his face, on the strangely waxy skin, but 
there is no makeup, amazing, and I thought it almost felt real, the skin. 
“And it`s from before you were born?” “Yup”, I answered in my best movie 
American. We went through the whole routine again, only this time he would 
let me touch him anywhere I wanted. His body had almost no give at all. 
I had to dig my fingers into his forearm as hard as I could to see it shift, 
but it left no marks, maybe he couldn’t feel it? 

12. The Fourth Time was the Deepest



IL: Do you feel me on your skin?
Steve: Yes. And you feel your legs, but the problem is in your brain?
IL. yes, sort of. Your name is Steve Rogers and you were born in nineteen...
twenty
Steve: And you know who I am?
IL: Yes. I think everyone at least in the West does
Steve: The West....
IL: Yes, never mind, we need to hurry

This is where I put my hand down the back of his pants checking that he was 
not wearing underpants either. He jumped but did not pull my hand out like 
the first two times. This took a deep breath and held it as he leaned in the last 
inch for a kiss, he opened his mouth and waited, not really sure what to do, so 
I moved my fingers forsably down between his butcheeks, completely hairless, 
and almost finding the opening, but then expectantly stopped by him letting 
out all his breath into my mouth, so hard it went up through my nose and 
finally I felt his tongue doing what I had taught him three times earlier. 

12. The Fourth Time was the Deepest



Steve: Are you sure this is okay?
IL: Yes I told you, I would never be waiting in a room in just a long shirt, 
freshly showered and groomed with this degree of thoroughness if it wasnt 
in awaiting sex, I swear.

He placed himself over me, almost hovering his weight on his left arm, 
while still holding me under my back with the right one. It felt like none of 
us were touching the bed and I heard Forever Young reaching the middle of 
its second loop, I knew we had exceeded last time`s limit, so I impatiently 
yanked down his pants, pulled up my shirt and in a desperate attempt 
manage to get his positively normal penis inside where he needed to learn it 
could go. “Oh my!” he exclaimed as he stared at me with absolute fright, his 
entire body turning stiff. “
Oh my!”, he repeated as I could feel him trying to lean some weight down on 
me. Oh no, I thought. This was not how it is supposed to go. 
I needed to do something different, before it was too late. 
Something more important, something for humanity.

12. The Fourth Time was the Deepest



Oh my!”, he repeated as I could feel him trying to lean some weight down on 
me. Oh no, I thought. This was not how it is supposed to go. I needed to do 
something different, before it was too late. Something more important, 
something for humanity. I grabbed the arm he was still holding under my 
back, and moved it as hard as I could, forcing his hand down between us to 
the top of my crotch, leading his index finger to the clitoris. 
I think I noticed a change in his eyes,  he was getting it 
“Oh my!” were the last echo I heard before waking up

It s all your fault. The dreams restarted the night after you showed me the 
movies you had on your hard drive. Does this mean I will be conservatively 
fucking Captain America in my dreams until he loses his virginity in his own 
universe?

12. The Fourth Time was the Deepest



Re: 12

. 

   The Fourth Time was the Deepest



Ihra Lill Scharning To: natasjaloutchko
13. CODE
So after 2 days with mother as a sleepover guest the hills and valleys of death and love  have been very steep and a special kind of paranoia has hit
If we kill them a hundred times over 
What if they actually read the storiesyou knowfind them one day, while randomly clicking a linkor all of a sudden they decide to start caring, start going thru our library of creations
Does your mother do internet?
So there are some getting around thisIm thinking of code wordsfor instance 
GOVERNESS = MOTHERINSTANT FADE = KILL
But then again art and politeness should never be on the same page
             We should just kill them





To: Ihra Lill Scharning 
14.  SLUT 
Mothers don’t mind getting killed But in general they don’t like having slutty daughters 
and getting killed by them. Or is it the other way around?
Holiness And mothers and sluts 
And in general unconsciousness maybe that where the biggest darkness lies the 
perversions that was created inside the tombs.

On my wrist I have inked MOM and otherwise it spells WOW as a tribute to my first 
excitement of using my fingers in someone 
A holy combination 

An the same time my mom was sitting next to me when I inked slut on my wrist the 
name for end in Swedish The beginning of eternal end





  Ihra Lill Scharning 
To: natasjaloutchko@gmail.com 
15. 30 or so. (Experience)

Based on true touch 
As I sit here, sexually rejected once again,  
trying to harden a bruised and soggy self esteem,  
I hold the wine glass in one hand and a pen in the other.  
I will go back in time to every encounter. 
30 times in 30 years. Sad low number. 
But it s a real struggle for the not yet 
promiscuous dreamers.



30. That time when the lights were off, 
I thought you were angry, 
but eyes adjusted and saw smiling 
and a sparkle, we were in a hurry, 
I was ashamed about the traditional pose 
and my fingers couldn’t reach.
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29. That time when we celebrated the same event 
twice to correct a disaster, there was blood spots 
in my underpants, 
I tell you NO THANKS 
I`ll see if you’re up when its over, 
no way I`m missing out on the party of the year. 

Blood and ready at 5 am, you were out cold. 
The only time I ever have said no





28. That time I kept dropping you  
on the floor, you were so slippery,  
just slid out on my hands and landed 
on the honey jar. I was too distracted 
by the color of your pubes, you never 
let me examine them deep. Straight 
tease, how could you do that to me.











18. Counting back as the brain turns slimier

26. I think it was the singer 
peeing on her husbands face 
that won you over. 
69ing for 6 point 9 hours 
and I was wearing my 
favorite tiger tiger tiger 
shirt the whole time. 





25. I`m sorry for hurting 
you, but if you give me 
another chance 
I promise I have read up 
on where the right spot is 
and I learned my lesson of 
deeper is not better 
I promise





 

24. You move like a cat, 
but you kiss like a mouse.













19 Love at first site 





20. Madonna made me gay
Madonna made me GAY



To: Ihra // 19. Rendevou in Blue
HI Ihra a poem for you this bitchy beach days 

Ho Ho says the
Lobster

rendevouz my ass
Slap my ass
Im in your ass
First time is the deepest
First cut is the steepest your shirt up 
shake your tit slap my hip 
like it never happened 
the taste of blue rubbing on your bone  
shell drunk in my mouth 
pain on the bone the cake was not vegan 
your tits are fucking great rendevou my ass

your tits are fucking great
rendevouz my ass

rendevouz when ever you want



Number unknow> Your first velvet fist
It was blood on the pillow

And other holes unfilled not answering you back
Velvet fists. Thats a way to start a revolution. 



To: natasjaloutchko@gmail.com 
Number unknown, christening the new bed
I can see every one but they dont know Im looking
here from my panorama view (imagine it)

I slept then woke up
and fantasized about all the people in this new town 
I just moved into the night before 
that might joined this soft firmness of perfection I sleep on

To make a wet story black on white
for the month of July I have squirted blood in place of cum fluid 
(the female version does not have its name yet)

True story





100. anti anti anti, 
I never say goodbye

The hummus is not gonna have pepper 
because we only have a mortar and I cant 
find the bag with the whole grains 
I held the ax in my hands and was ready to 
swing it but then I needed help packing and 
I can see my face in hers when she talks 
and the way we both get sauce in our faces 
when we eat

----------
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